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Bruce Haack’s The Electric Lucifer feels like a relic today, and chances
are it did when it came out, too. It was recorded between 1968 and 1969,
then released in 1970, by which time many heroes of the countercultural
era – the Beatles, Sly Stone, Neil Young – were already building some of
their greatest art around the failure of the bygone decade to achieve its
goals. Hearing Haack and his friends bray about “powerlove” would have
saddened rather than inspired these people, though plenty of kids on the
street, their pride still inflated by the dream of the ‘60s would probably
gladly shell money out to hear such simplistic messages.

The Electric Lucifer is ahead of its time, as it’s one of the first rock
albums to fully exploit the power of the synth. Haack was a Canadian
piano prodigy who’d played in a few bands and made a couple albums of
children’s music throughout the ‘50s and ‘60s but only found his foothold on pop culture when he started making
synths and displaying them on shows like “Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood.” On The Electric Lucifer, he drowns his
music in synths, using them not to transpose classic melodies to a futuristic context but to coax gnarly, tenebrous
tones from what was rapidly revealing itself as an instrument with near-endless possibilities.

He doesn’t incorporate the synth into his songs so much as attack them with it. There’s almost always some sort of
static rumble or shrill laser going off, and the effect suggests nothing so much as a live current coursing through this
music. True, most rock is electrified, but The Electric Lucifer feels like it could zap you. The album opens with what
sounds like some sort of digital bird or mouse before the beat and bassline appear out of the blue. The bird call only
intensifies throughout the song “Electric to Me Turn,” until it threatens to drown its surroundings.

Elsewhere, as on “Cherubic Hymn,” the way he cakes his music in electronic distortion prefigures the way Kevin
Shields and the Flaming Lips would take a razor to rock production in the ‘90s. (I would be surprised if Lips leader
Wayne Coyne hasn’t heard this album; like Haack here, Coyne’s preoccupation as a lyricist is the war between
good and evil, though Coyne approaches the subject with more nuance and intelligence.) The album’s best
moments come when Haack completely loses himself in his synths, as on five-and-a-half-minute climax “Super
Nova,” which coaxes a mighty squall from layers of hiss, echo and treated raga melodies.

Above the storm floats a revolving cast of singers who seem to have been chosen based on their vocal proximity to
Jim Morrison, bleating shit like “Love is all that really matters! Loving now!” This is about as preposterous as free-
love psychedelia gets. In fact, it’s worth wondering if Haack really had his heart in this stuff or if he just saw the
psych-rock boom as a way to flex his synth chops while raking in hippie cash. It’s worth noting that on his first
“Mister Rogers” appearance, he used his gizmos to sample the Rolling Stones’ “Citadel”; it’s fitting he’d pick some
shit from the Stones’ post-Sgt. Pepper cash grab Their Satanic Majesties Request.

The Electric Lucifer has been freshly reissued by Canadian label Telephone Explosion, and it’s worth wondering
why they’d invest in this album. I suspect it has something to do with pop culture’s newfound obsession with early
synth music, which perhaps reached its peak this year with the fervor over “Stranger Things” and its music, but has
been going on for about half a decade in the indie-verse. Musical historians might well be delighted by this thing,
and there’s certainly some interesting stuff here. But for people just looking for something to, you know, listen to, go
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with his subsequent Haackula or even 1979’s Electric Lucifer: Book 2 – which, unsurprisingly, sounds nothing like
its predecessor and contains zero references to powerlove.
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